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“Extinction is the rule. Survival is the exception.” - Carl 
Sagan. 

EXT. HIGHLANDS. DAY

Mountainous, rugged Scottish landscape stretches out 
endlessly as a bright sun rises. The air feels cold and wet. 
Burns babble, heather bristles in the wind. Its wild.  

We pass over empty, rural farmland. There is so sign of life 
or activity. Hills and rivers and forests, with no birds or 
animals. Empty roads. Only nature. And there is always 
silence. 

FADE OUT:

EXT. FARMHOUSE -OUTSIDE BARN. DUSK. 

Alex (21), looking worn and tired, with eyes puffy from 
crying, stares down hard into a fire that is beginning to 
roar. There is a cold determination in her eyes. She doesn’t 
break her gaze as the flames lick hungrily at 
indistinguishable mounds on top of the fire. 

The flames are eating something we cannot see, but something 
that Alex cannot look away from. We will come to learn it is 
the bodies of Alex’s parents.

CUT TO: 

EXT. OUTSIDE OF FARMHOUSE. EARLY MORNING. 4 4

Alex pulls herself onto a QUAD BIKE and drives off. She 
carries a rifle and some fence repairing equipment. 

She is a tiny dot in a wild landscape. The only living thing 
to be seen. 

EXT. FARM. EARLY MORNING. 5 5

Alex drives through the farm as the sun rises; along the 
fence line of the farm. There is a distinct difference 
between the flat expanse of the pastured farmland inside the 
fence and the land beyond the fence- a dark wild forest of 
dense twisting trees. 

EXT. FARM - FENCE. MORNING.6 6

Alex fixes a worn down fence by replacing the wire and 
reinforcing it. 



She uses a wire fence repairer to tighten two ends of wire 
and join them together. All the time she looks around, 
keeping watch of the perimeter. 

EXT. RIVER. DAY. 

A small burn flows through a more wooded part of the 
farmland. Alex fills up multiples canisters. Before replacing 
the lids, she drops water purifying liquid inside and then 
places them back on the quad-bike.

EXT. PADDOCK. MORNING. LATER. 7 7

Alex lies on her front on a grass mound, behind the rifle. 
She sips coolly on some water from a bottle and then resumes 
watching. Hardly moving, she is quiet and tense. 

She sees something in the distance and readies the rifle. 

A RABBIT comes into view and starts to make its way across 
the paddock. She waits. The rabbit gets closer, within range. 

Alex steadies herself and trains her aim. She pauses a 
moment, with both eyes open she takes a shot. The blast rings 
out in the vista around her. 

INT. FARMHOUSE - KITCHEN. DAY. 8 8

A slab of red rabbit meat is thrown into a sizzling pan. 

CUT TO:

INT. FARMHOUSE - LIVING ROOM. DAY9 9

Alex sits at the kitchen table by the window. On her plate - 
the meat and beside it, a bottle of water. A simple and 
conservative meal. 

She stops for a moment and looks at the fridge. There is a 
family photo posted on the door. A photo of her and her 
family, smiling, happy. Mum, Dad, Alex. She averts her eyes 
and stares out of the window, forever watching the fence line 
and the gate. 

EXT. FARMHOUSE. DAY. 10 10

Alex goes outside and walks past the still smouldering mound 
of ashes from the fire. 
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Alex lays a sprig of heather and thistles on the mound. She 
stands up and we reveal that the fire was a cremation. 

Beat. 

Not letting herself grieve, Alex quickly sets about building 
another fire. 

INT. FARMHOUSE - PARENT’S BEDROOM. DAY.11 11

A door creeks open and we see inside Alex’s parent’s bedroom. 
The bed is full of creases and the duvet is pulled back. A 
shrine to where two people slept. 

Alex stares into the empty room, paused in time. She wears 
rubber gloves and a dust mask. 

She begins carefully picking up clothes that are on the floor 
and stuffs them into a garbage bag. Barely making contact, 
not wanting to touch anything- she doesn’t want to be in this 
room any longer than she has to. 

EXT. FARMHOUSE. DAY. 12 12

Outside, another fire crackles as it comes to life. Alex 
throws the clothes and bedsheets on to the flames. As they 
are engulfed, she quickly rips off the gloves and mask she is 
wearing and throws them on too. 

INT. FARMHOUSE- BATHROOM. DAY.13 13

Alex scrubs her face and hands brutally and obsessively with 
her nails, turning them red raw. She douses kitchen bleach on 
her hands to kill any germs, wincing with the sting as she 
does so.

INT. FARMHOUSE- PARENT’S ROOM. DUSK. 

Back in her parent’s bedroom, Alex stands not knowing where 
to look. She is in a mask and gloves again. 

She begins to scrub the wall. At first, slow and laboured, 
she picks up speed and becomes more aggressive. 

We cut between fast images of Alex building up speed as she 
scrubs:

- The floor

- The surfaces
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- The bed frame

- The light switch

As she scrubs, uncontrolled emotions come bubbling to the 
surface and the begins to sob, so hard that she begins to 
wretch. 

EXT. FENCE LINE. DUSK. 15 15

The sun is beginning to set. Alex, drives along on the quad 
bike, rifle slung over her shoulder. 

She comes to a halt abruptly. There is a large thick tree 
branch leaning on the top of the charged electric fence 
wires, weighting it down. 

Alex shuts the quad bike off and takes her rifle into her 
hands. She looks around, there is no one to be seen. Fear, 
panic and then determination. She has been waiting and 
preparing for this day. 

CUT TO:

EXT. FARM PADDOCKS. DUSK.15A 15A

Establishing shot of paddocks in the sunset. Three gunshots 
ring out, echoing across the farm. 

EXT. WOODED PADDOCK. DUSK. 

Loud, heavy breathing can be heard somewhere nearby. Behind a 
tree, we reveal Abby (20s), grubby and wild looking from 
being outside for days, cowering, trying to keep as still as 
she can. 

In the distance, Alex prowls silently between the trees near 
the fence line, gun raised.

Abby steals a look around the tree she is behind and spots 
Alex. She returns to her original position and takes a deep 
breath, calculating. 

Slowly, she reaches down to grab a rock and throws it as far 
as she can over to her left side. The rock makes a thud and a 
crack on a branch.

Alex whips around and raises her gun, taking loose aim. 

BEAT.
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ALEX
Come out. Now.

ABBY (O.C.)
Don’t shoot. You have to promise 
not to shoot. 

ALEX
(surprised)

I can’t promise that.
(then)

 Have you got it?

BEAT.

ABBY (O.C.)
No. Have you?

ALEX
No. How do I know you’re telling 
the truth?

ABBY (O.C.)
You don’t. 

Suddenly Abby jumps out from behind Alex, onto her, toppling 
her to the ground and making the rifle fly out of her hands. 

Alex, stunned, suddenly realizes what is happening and 
immediately covers her nose and mouth with her shirt. She 
tries harder and harder to get Abby off

ALEX
Don’t fucking touch me. 

She writhes and thrashes as much as she can as Abby tries to 
restrain her by grabbing her wrists. 

ABBY
Stop, stop. I’m not going to hurt 
you. 

ALEX
Fuck off. Get the fuck back. 

Alex manages to knee Abby somewhere on her body and she falls 
off in pain. Alex scrambles to her feet but no sooner is she 
up, that she trips on the ground and hits her head. 

CUT TO BLACK: 
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INT. FARMHOUSE. DAY.

Alex sits rigidly on the couch, after just having woken. She 
stares at the rifle which is leaning against the wall in 
front of her. 

From another room we can hear Abby moving around in the 
kitchen. Alex’s eyes remain fixated on the rifle until-

Abby bursts in to the room, holding two mugs of tea. 

ABBY
Oh you’re up. 

Alex jumps up and dives round the back of the couch, getting 
away from her. 

ALEX
Don’t come near me. 

ABBY
Charming. I’m not sick, I told you 
that. 

Abby puts the tea down on the coffee table and stands, facing 
Alex. Alex’s eyes dart to the rifle and back again. Abby 
follows her gaze. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
You’re not great with guests, are 
you? If I was sick, don’t you think 
you would be able to tell? I’ve 
been walking for days, almost a 
week, I haven’t seen another soul.

(beat)
Now I’m going to have a cup of tea. 
And I hope you don’t mind, I ate 
pretty much all of the bread you 
had open and a tin of beans. I was 
fucking starving. 

Alex just watches her, suspiciously. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
Your tea’s here. You should drink 
it before it goes cold. 

Abby takes a sip of hers, but its too hot. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
(sighs)

God, I miss milk. 
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ALEX
Where did you come from?

ABBY
Bancroft, originally, in the south 
east.  

Abby sits down on the couch and looks around. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
So just you then is it?

ALEX
Yes. 

ABBY
Those your mum and dad in the photo 
on the fridge?

Alex nods. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
They got sick? Mine did too, pretty 
much all of my family. They sent us 
off early to somewhere out of town 
with supplies, me and my brother.

ALEX
You have to leave now. 

Abby flashes her a look, defiant. She smiles.

ABBY
How long have you been living here 
on your own then?

ALEX
I said you have to leave now. 
Finish your tea and then go, 
there’s nothing for you here. 

Abby looks dejected and a wave of emotion overcomes her. 
Tears fill her eyes and she lays her cards on the table. 

ABBY
I’m just looking for somewhere to 
rest for a little bit. I promise, 
that’s all. I’m not sick, I just 
need to rest. I have nowhere to go 
and... I’m scared. 

Alex is caught off guard from her emotion but not surprised, 
she swallows down her own. She stares at Abby for a moment, 
trying to gauge her. 
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Abby holds her gaze, trying to convey the truth to her. 
Finally, Alex seems to relent. 

INT. FARMHOUSE - PARENT’S BEDROOM. DAY. 

Alex pushes the door open, Abby peers in behind her. The 
empty room, stripped of everything. 

Abby pushes past Alex and lies down on the bed, smiling. She 
stretched out like a cat on the mattress and closes her eyes. 

Alex watches her for a moment. 

ALEX
You can stay one night. 

But Abby is already asleep. 

EXT. FARM. NIGHT. 

Alex drives along the fence in the darkness, the bright 
electrical beam of the headlight on the quad lights the way 
whilst the surroundings around her are bathed in moonlight. 

She gets back to the break in the fence where Abby breached 
through. 

Alex reaches tentatively over the fence, careful not to touch 
the wires, and heaves it over onto her side. She puts it on 
the back of the quad and then sets about making sure the 
fence is in tact again. 

She uses a kitchen knife, taped to a wooden stick to touch 
the wire. A healthy ZAP sounds, its working. 

SNAP. 

A tree branch snaps somewhere in between the darkness in the 
trees in front of her. Wild eyed, Alex lifts her rifle 
immediately and scans through the trees. Her breathing 
quickens. 

The forest is still. In fear, Alex fires three blind warning 
shots into the trees. 

CUT TO:

INT. FARMHOUSE - ALEX'S BEDROOM. CONTINUOUS. 

At the sound of the shots Abby sits bolt upright on the bed. 
She stares out, hardly breathing, listening. 
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INT. FARMHOUSE - KITCHEN. MORNING. 

The next morning Alex sets about making cups tea. As she 
passes the fridge, she looks directly into the eyes of her 
parents. She pauses for a moment and then reaches into the 
freezer and takes out a small Tupperware.

She puts the carton straight into a saucepan with a small 
level of water in it and turns it on. 

INT. FARMHOUSE - PARENT'S BEDROOM. CONTINUOUS. 

Abby is awake, staring out the window into the tree lines - 
looking for something. She can hear Alex moving around in the 
kitchen. 

She moves her attention to the Barn outside the farmhouse. 
Bingo. 

INT. FARMHOUSE - KITCHEN. MORNING. 

Alex takes the carton out of the saucepan, the frozen liquid 
inside now defrosted. Next she pours steaming water from the 
kettle into two cups of tea. She opens the carton and pours 
the white creamy liquid into them. 

INT. FARMHOUSE - PARENT'S BEDROOM. MORNING.

Alex taps on the door and opens it. Abby sits up in bed, 
pretending to have just awoken. She smiles sweetly upon 
seeing Alex. 

ABBY
(delighted)

You brought me tea. See, you do 
know how to host. 

Alex hands her a cup and Abby looks into it. Her face drops 
in surprise. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
Is this?

Alex nods. 

ALEX
I froze a lot, when I was starting 
to get down to the last few 
cartons. I figured I’d save it 
for... I dunno make a cake or 
something. 
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Abby looks up at her, confused. 

ALEX (CONT’D)
That was a joke. I’m sorry, its 
just been a long time since 
anyone... I guess I’ve forgotten... 
well, manners. 

Abby takes a sip of her tea. 

ABBY
Bloody magic. 

Abby holds it in her hands and tries to position herself as 
nonchalant. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
Did I hear gunshots last night?

Alex looks away. 

ALEX
I thought I saw something, out in 
the woods. 

ABBY
So you shot it? It could have been 
someone looking for help. Like me. 

ALEX
It could have been someone who’s 
sick. Or worse, sick and doesn’t 
know it. 

Abby is unsure how to proceed, she drops the subject and  
begins her angle. 

ABBY
Is there somewhere I can get water? 
I should stock up before moving on. 

ALEX 
There’s a small river. You’ll need 
purifier. Where will you go?

ABBY
Anywhere I can. Trying to find 
somewhere. You’re lucky, to be able 
to stay in your home. 

ALEX
I don’t think lucky is the word to 
describe this. 
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ABBY
But you’ve adapted, you’re alright. 

There is a silence between them as they consider each other’s 
situations. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
I think I’ll go for a walk, I want 
to get my surroundings, work out my 
next move. 

Alex stands up to leave. Before she passes through the 
doorway, she turns back to Abby as if to say something but 
she stops herself and leaves the room. 

EXT. OUTSIDE BARN. DAY. 

Later, Abby leaves the house and surreptitiously moves 
towards the barn.  

She tries to peer inside but the windows are boarded up, even 
through cracks in the wood she cannot make anything out. She 
tries to be inconspicuous as she moves around the building 
but gives up as she reaches the other side, not wanting to 
draw attention to herself.  

EXT. PADDOCK. DAY. 

Abby is walking across the paddock, in the same direction as 
where Alex shot into the woods the night before. She looks 
quickly behind her towards the farmhouse and then carries on. 

EXT. FARM. DAY. 

Abby nears the fence where she jumped over, the same spot 
where Alex shot into the trees. She is not frightened of the 
outside world, like Alex is. 

She sees the large branch she used lying in the paddock and 
repositions it on the fence. With a swift vault over, Abby 
disappears into the woods. 

EXT. WOODS. DAY. 

Abby walks fast just past the tree line and starts to look 
around. 

ABBY
(loud whisper)

Sam?
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Nothing. She continues walking. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
(louder)

Sam?

SAM (O.C.)
Over here. 

Abby turns around. A man, SAM (late 20s) is sitting down, 
propped against a tree, with a kind smile on his face. This 
is Abby’s older brother. His face is drawn, he is ill, dying 
from the virus. On seeing Abby, he is trying to appear 
stronger. She makes her way over to him quickly. 

ABBY
Are you hurt? 

SAM
Hurt?

As Abby approaches him she slows down and takes out a 
surgical mask, identical to the one Alex had previously, and 
gloves from her pocket and puts them on. She stops at an 
uncomfortable distance away from him, like on a rehearsed 
mark. 

ABBY
I thought you’d been shot. 

SAM
Oh, no, although that would be 
nice. 

ABBY
Don’t say that. Here. 

She starts to take out slices of bread and a bottle of water, 
that she has stolen from Alex’s kitchen, from her pockets and 
puts them down on the floor for him, then takes a step back. 

With immense effort, Sam leans forward and snatches them up 
hungrily. He begins to eat and drink gladly. Between 
mouthfuls- 

SAM
Did you sleep? Are you ok?

ABBY
I’m fine, how are you feeling? 

SAM
Oh y’know, hanging on. They’re not 
weirdos are they? 
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ABBY
Its just one girl. I think the 
parents died recently. 

Abby is watching her brother fastidiously, trying to check 
his health without getting close to him. 

SAM
And she’s not sick?

ABBY
No, she’s extremely paranoid. I 
thought she was going to shoot me. 

Sam looks up at this, worried. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
Don’t worry, its fine. Look, I have 
a plan, you can rest there, there’s 
plenty of room. I just need to 
convince her. And she has medicine, 
we can make you better.  

SAM
Abby-

ABBY
I know but I can at least make you 
comfortable. I can’t stand you 
being out here. 

As he finishes the last mouthful, Sam falls back against the 
tree, overtaken by illness.  

ABBY (CONT’D)
Sam? 

No reply. A small smile creeps around the corner of his 
mouth, he knows he does not have long. 

SAM
My beautiful baby sister. I’m so 
sorry this happened to us. 

Abby, miserable, looks down. 

ABBY
Me too. I just wish we were home. 

Sam smiles at the memory of their home. 
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SAM
It would be much warmer. I hate 
this cold and dark place. Its 
freezing. 

Abby looks around. 

ABBY
There’s something sort of beautiful 
in how wild it is. And how green. 

Sam starts to cough a wrenching, mucus-y cough. It takes 
everything he has to heave it out of him. Abby moves closer 
to him. 

SAM
Don’t you dare. 

He falls back. He is very weak now. His body is cold and 
shivering. 

SAM (CONT’D)
What a sad end. You must look after 
yourself mush. Don’t worry about 
me. 

Abby is defiant, she knows time is running out. 

INT. FARMHOUSE. DUSK.

Alex is stoking the fire that she has just lit in the 
fireplace. The house suddenly feels warm and inviting in 
comparison to the cold wilderness outside. 

Alex seems to be fueled by a purpose again, not fear, as she 
lays down spoons and some cuts of bread on a plate on the 
coffee table. 

Next she produces a dusty bottle of whisky and two glasses. 

At this, Abby enters through the front door, her expression 
worried. 

ALEX
Are you alright?

ABBY
(plastering a smile)

Oh yeah, just cold. What’s all 
this?

ALEX
I made soup. 
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Abby smiles more warmly now. 

ABBY
(r.e. Whisky)

In for a big night?

ALEX
It was my Dads, its just been 
sitting there. I hate it, but you 
know, something to do isn’t it?

CUT TO:

INT. FARMHOUSE. LATER. 

The light has gone now. Abby is distracted by her brother’s 
health outside and the wild conditions he finds himself in. 
Alex pours out two more drams of whisky. 

ALEX
(r.e. Whisky)

It gets better as you go.

ABBY
I was always more of a Malibu sort 
of gal. 

Alex holds up her glass. Abby clinks her glass against Alex’s 
and they drink. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
Thanks for the soup. It was 
delicious. Can I take some on the 
road?

ALEX
I think you should stay here. 

ABBY
What?

ALEX
Yeah, it doesn’t make any sense for 
you to go somewhere else now. 
Besides, its nice to have someone 
here. 

Alex looks away, Abby eyes her, working out her move. 

ABBY
You’re sure?
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Alex nods. Decision made. Its Abby’s turn to smile as she 
pours more whisky into the glasses and they clink again. 

The two women sit back and stare into the fire, each a little 
lost.

ALEX
I don’t think I can quite pin point 
the moment when life became 
unrecognizable, can you?

ABBY
No, it seemed to happen slowly and 
then all of a sudden everything was 
out of control. Maybe it was when 
everything started burning. I can’t 
remember the last time I saw a blue 
sky, I wish I had stopped to 
remember it though. 

ALEX
It’s funny how you just keep... 
adapting. I remember when medicine 
all of a sudden became hard to buy. 
My mum stocked up on paracetamol, 
she was terrified we’d run out. She 
spent like a hundred pounds or 
something ridiculous. 

ABBY
Or when animals, like standard 
animals, just didn’t exist anymore. 

ALEX
Everyone just started dying.

ABBY
Was it flu? That killed your 
parents. 

Alex stares into the fire, reliving a terrible memory. 

ALEX
Sort of.  

Abby turns her head slowly to Alex. Alex’s eyes are wide, 
staring into the flames, just as she did in the first scene. 
Tears line her eyes. 

ALEX (CONT’D)
When they got sick, they told me I 
would have to do it. But I said I 
wouldn’t. 

(MORE)
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I would stay away from their room 
and we’d try and work out ways to 
feed them without it passing to me 
but it got harder and harder. They 
got sicker. And eventually they 
begged me, they screamed for me to 
do it, to let them go.

Alex’s voice trails off. Abby’s face darkens. 

ABBY
What did you do?

Alex begins to cry. Abby softens again and reaches out, she 
puts a hand on Alex’s shoulder. Alex, instinctually flinches 
away from her but Abby pursues and wraps her arm around 
Alex’s shoulder. 

Alex, finally letting her guard down, leans into Abby’s 
embrace and lets out a painful sob, she cries into Abby’s 
arms as Abby pulls her closer. Alex succumbs to the warmth of 
friendship and human contact.

INT. FARMHOUSE. NIGHT. 

Later, the fire has subdued. Alex is passed out on the sofa, 
drunk and exhausted from emotion.

Abby stands in the doorway, with her coat on, watching Alex 
sleep. Her expression unreadable. She leaves into the night. 

EXT. WOODS. NIGHT. 

Abby reaches the point where Sam lays. She is rushing through 
the woods, running almost. 

ABBY
Sam? Sam! 

Sam lays by the same tree, barely conscious. He stirs at her 
arrival, shivering. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
Come on, let’s go, we’re getting 
you inside. 

Abby quickly throws on her mask and gloves but throws caution 
to the wind with distance and heaves her brother up on to his 
feet, Sam cannot put up a fight.

ALEX (CONT’D)
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SAM
(laboured)

Abby... no

ABBY
Come on. I’m not leaving you to die 
out here. 

They limp out of the woods, over the perimeter fence and into 
the field. 

EXT. OUTSIDE BARN. NIGHT. 

Abby and Sam stumble towards the Barn. 

INT. BARN. NIGHT. 

Inside, Abby lays Sam down on the hay and throws some spare 
blankets on him. In the barn, we see the remnants of some 
items... medicine, tissues, empty bottles of water, plates. 
Like someone has lived in this barn. 

Abby rips her mask off and gloves and starts to rub Sam’s 
body all over to warm him up. Sam protests, tries to pull 
away from her, not wanting her to touch him. 

ABBY
Stop it. 

He lies back. Abby watches him for a moment. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
I’ll be back in the morning ok? 

She watches her brother for a moment, heartbroken to see him 
like this. And then she slips out of the barn. 

INT. FARMHOUSE. DAY. 

Alex wakes up, serene and peaceful, feeling well rested for 
the first time in a long time. But then confusion hits, and 
the hangover. The fire’s last embers are dying in the hearth. 
Abby is nowhere to be seen. 

Alex heads out of the room. 

INT. ALEX'S PARENTS BEDROOM. DAY. 

Alex opens the door, no Abby. Panic begins to set in. 
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INT. KITCHEN. DAY.

Alex pokes her head in- no Abby. 

INT. BARN. DAY.

Inside the barn, Alex is quickly trying to feed Sam. She 
pours water into his mouth. He is barely conscious. He has a 
mask and gloves on. 

Once done, she lays him down gently. She tucks some blankets 
around him again. Out of the corner of her eye she notices 
something on the ground - shot gun bullet casings. 

Her attention is peaked, and she slowly swivels around to 
notice more of her surroundings. The left over water, plates, 
clothing... this is where Alex’s parents were. 

And on the other side of the barn... blood stains. Splatter 
over the wooden walls and puddles stains on the floor. Never 
cleaned up. The whole crime scene still in tact. 

Abby all of a sudden realises that she is surrounded by 
bacteria. She stands up quickly, suddenly aware of not 
touching anything. She looks to Sam and then quickly exits 
the barn. 

EXT. OUTSIDE OF FARMHOUSE. DAY - CONTINIOUS.  

At that same time, Alex walks out into the day, she looks 
around. The quad bike remains parked up outside, nothing 
seems to be amiss. 

Her attention is caught by Abby coming into view from the 
other side of the barn. Abby jumps upon noticing Alex 
standing outside in the middle of the yard. She stops an 
unnatural distance away from Alex. 

ABBY
(lightly)

Morning! How’s the head?

Alex eyes her carefully. 

ALEX
It’s ok thanks, you?

ABBY
Fine thanks, although I think you 
took your fair share of that 
bottle. 
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ALEX
What are you up to?

ABBY
Oh, just went for a walk. Its a 
beautiful day. Clears the hang 
over. 

ALEX
Do me a favour? Just don’t go in 
the barn.  

Abby is silent. 

ALEX (CONT’D)
(weakly)

Dangerous farm equipment and stuff. 
(quickly)

Do you want breakfast?  

ABBY
I already ate. Was starving this 
morning. 

Alex nods, unsure of Abby’s demeanor. 

ALEX
I’m going to do the rounds, do you 
want to come?

ABBY
I’ll catch you in a bit, just want 
to go through some of my things. 

Abby tries to edge away from Alex. 

ALEX
Abby?

She turns around. Alex moves towards her, with her arms out 
slightly, as she moves to embrace Abby. Abby, worried about 
the infection, turns her head away and tries hard to minimize 
the contact with Alex but without giving anything away. 

ALEX (CONT’D)
Thank you for last night, I’m sorry 
if I was a bit drunk. 

ABBY
It’s all good mate, don’t worry. We 
all need a bit of a cry sometimes. 

And with that, Alex smiles softly and heads to the quad bike. 
Abby’s lightheartedness falls away immediately. 
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INT. KITCHEN. DAY.

Abby, donned with mask and gloves, starts to round up as many 
supplies as she can for Sam. 

INT. BATHROOM. DAY. 

Abby opens the bathroom cupboards and takes a few nondescript 
medicines out. At the back, she finds some antibiotics, now 
out of date. 

INT. FARMHOUSE. NIGHT. 

Later, Alex returns to the farmhouse. Abby’s bedroom door is 
closed. Alex knocks on it softly. 

ALEX
Abby?

ABBY (O.S.)
Sorry mate, I fell asleep, I’m 
shattered. Do you mind if I go back 
to bed?

ALEX
Yeah. Sure. 

Alex backs away. 

INT. BATHROOM. NIGHT. 

Alex is washing her face, she turns the tap off and dries her 
face. As she is leant over, she notices the bathroom cupboard 
door ajar. 

Alex kneels down and looks inside, she notices the missing 
medicines. Her relaxed state is immediately shattered. Fear 
rises within her again. 

INT. FARMHOUSE. OUTSIDE ABBY’S ROOM. NIGHT. 

Alex is fully dressed, hair still wet with gloves and mask 
on. She creeps towards Abby’s door, with the rifle in her 
hands. 

INT. ABBY’S ROOM. NIGHT. CONTINUOUS. 

Alex swings the bedroom door open- Abby is not there. 
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INT. BARN. NIGHT.

Abby kneels beside Sam, trying to feed him but his body is 
too weak. He coughs onto her hands.  

ABBY
Ssshhh.

She strokes his head to comfort him. He relaxes now. Tears 
line Abby’s eyes as she begins to softly sing a pop song, one 
from their past that made them laugh. Abby laughs as she 
sings but her voice breaks through tears. She knows he 
doesn’t have long, and neither will she. 

And in a moment, Sam is gone. Abby lays her head on his for a 
moment, totally alone.  

The fluorescent barn lights flick on one by one. Abby looks 
up to see Alex, cold faced behind the mask, staring at her 
with gun raised. 

ALEX
Who is that?

Abby can’t pretend anymore. 

ABBY
My brother. 

ALEX
Your dead brother?

Abby stays, cradling Sam. 

ABBY
My other brother.

ALEX
He’s sick. 

ABBY
He’s dead. 

Abby stands up but she keeps her back to Alex. Alex trains 
the gun on her. 

ALEX
(aggressive)

No. No.

Abby stops moving. 

ALEX (CONT’D)
 How long has he been here?
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ABBY
He’s been dying in the woods. I 
just needed to bring him somewhere 
warm. 

ALEX
So you came here together?

Abby is silent. 

ALEX (CONT’D)
And he’s been sick all this time?

ABBY
What does it matter? We’re all 
going to get sick, or starve, or 
run out of water. It doesn’t matter 
anymore. It’s all fucked. 

ALEX
I have enough to get by.  

ABBY
Good for you. I hope you live a 
long and happy life here.  

Abby walks towards Alex. Alex points the gun again. 

ALEX
Im not kidding around, don’t 
fucking come near me. 

ABBY
Go on, shoot me like you did your 
own parents. 

But Abby walks closer and then past Alex, who remains frozen 
in fear. Side by side, Abby gives her one last look. As she 
speaks, Alex jerks her head away from her. 

ABBY (CONT’D)
I hope you survive to see the end 
of this. 

And with that, she walks off into the darkness. Alex watches 
her only friend in this world leave and then looks back to 
the dead body of Sam on the floor. 

CUT TO:
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EXT. BARN. NIGHT.

A hour later, Alex walks away from the barn as it goes up in 
flames with Sam’s body inside. 

INT. FARMHOUSE. NIGHT. 

In the living room, Alex is stopped in her tracks by the two 
glasses used for whiskey. She remembers the hug and looks 
down sadly. 

CUT TO:

EXT. FARM. DAY. 

The glasses, more bedsheets, a mattress. Everything that Abby 
used or touched thrown on another fire. 

EXT. PADDOCK. DAY.

Alex is back on her rounds, tightening the fence lines. She 
looks more drawn out and ghost like... ill. 

EXT. PADDOCK. DAY. 

At the fence line where she met Abby, she stares out into the 
dark woods. There is no sound. She is totally alone. Pain 
from missing Abby, missing human connection. 

And without warning, a roaring, guttural and mucus-y cough 
takes over, coming from deep within. Alex covers her mouth to 
catch it as instinct. She slowly looks down into her hand. 

With horror in her eyes, Alex looks back into the woods. She 
is dead already. 

THE END.
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